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Linear Integrated Circuits, 3e
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the Third
International Workshop on Scientific Engineering of Distributed Java Applications,
FIDJI 2003, held in Luxembourg-Kirchberg, Luxembourg in November 2003. The
213 revised full papers presented together with abstracts of two invited
contributions were carefully selected during two round of reviewing and revision
from 29 submissions. Among the topics addressed are Java-enabled service
gateways, mobility in distributed settings, XML, embedded Java software,
interception services, mobile agents, error management, software model
engineering, distributed composite objects, cooperative applications, distributed
mobile applications, service-based software architectures, and distributed Java
programs.

Network analysis & synthesis
The book features original papers from the 2nd International Conference on Smart
IoT Systems: Innovations and Computing (SSIC 2019), presenting scientific work
related to smart solution concepts. It discusses computational collective
intelligence, which includes interactions between smart devices, smart
environments and smart interactions, as well as information technology support for
such areas. It also describes how to successfully approach various government
organizations for funding for business and the humanitarian technology
development projects. Thanks to the high-quality content and the broad range of
the topics covered, the book appeals to researchers pursuing advanced studies.
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Data Management, Analytics and Innovation
This book presents the latest findings in the areas of data management and smart
computing, big data management, artificial intelligence and data analytics, along
with advances in network technologies. It addresses state-of-the-art topics and
discusses challenges and solutions for future development. Gathering original,
unpublished contributions by scientists from around the globe, the book is mainly
intended for a professional audience of researchers and practitioners in academia
and industry.

Emerging Trends in Computing and Communication
The authors present readers with a compelling, one-stop, advanced system
perspective on the intrinsic issues of digital system design. This invaluable
reference prepares readers to meet the emerging challenges of the device and
circuit issues associated with deep submicron technology. It incorporates future
trends with practical, contemporary methodologies.

Futuristic Trends in Network and Communication Technologies
This book represents an attempt to organize and unify the diverse methods of
analysis of feedback control systems and presents the fundamentals explicitly and
clearly. The scope of the text is such that it can be used for a two-semester course
in control systems at the level of undergraduate students in any of the various
branches of engineering (electrical, aeronautical, mechanical, and chemical).
Emphasis is on the development of basic theory. The text is easy to follow and
contains many examples to reinforce the understanding of the theory. Several
software programs have been developed in MATLAB platform for better
understanding of design of control systems. Many varied problems are included at
the end of each chapter. The basic principles and fundamental concepts of
feedback control systems, using the conventional frequency domain and timedomain approaches, are presented in a clearly accessible form in the first portion
(chapters 1 through 10). The later portion (chapters 11 through 14) provides a
thorough understanding of concepts such as state space, controllability, and
observability. Students are also acquainted with the techniques available for
analysing discrete-data and nonlinear systems. The hallmark feature of this text is
that it helps the reader gain a sound understanding of both modern and classical
topics in control engineering.

Kapalkundala
This book allows students to learn fundamental concepts in linear circuit analysis
using a well-developed methodology that has been carefully refined through
classroom use. Applying his many years of teaching experience, the author focuses
the reader's attention on basic circuit concepts and modern analysis methods. The
text includes detailed coverage of basics of different terminologies used in electric
circuits, mesh and node equations, network analysis and network theorems,
signals and its properties, graph theory and its application in circuit analysis,
analogous systems, Fourier and Laplace transforms and their applications in circuit
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theory. Wide coverage of evolution integral, two-port networks, passive and active
filters, state variable formulation of network problems and network synthesis have
been made. Transient response and frequency domain analysis of network systems
has also been discussed. The hall-mark feature of this text is that it helps the
reader to gain a sound understanding on the basics of circuit theory. CONTENTS:
Basic Circuit Elements and Waveforms Signals and Systems Mesh and Node
Analysis Fourier Series Laplace Transform Applications of Laplace Transform
Analogous Systems Graph Theory and Network Equation Network Theorems
Resonance Attenuators Two-port Network Passive Filters Active Filter
Fundamentals State Variable Analysis Network Functions Network Synthesis
Feedback System Frequency Response Plots Discrete Systems.

Networks and Systems
This book gathers high-quality papers presented at the First International
Conference on Sustainable Technologies for Computational Intelligence (ICTSCI
2019), which was organized by Sri Balaji College of Engineering and Technology,
Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, on March 29–30, 2019. It covers emerging topics in
computational intelligence and effective strategies for its implementation in
engineering applications.

Networks and Systems
This book will help you get back the lost health of yours and your near and dear
ones and, shall also inspire you to educate others about the true method of
healing. It’s my privilege to extend this book to you, with full conviction towards a
cure for diabetes along with heart diseases, cancer, high blood pressure and liver
diseases. Along with the efforts of the entire team and all the diabetes educators
throughout the country; in this edition you will learn - How to cure diabetes in 72
hours with simple DIP diet.

Cancer-Leading Proteases
Bioelectronics and Medical Devices: From Materials to Devices-Fabrication,
Applications and Reliability reviews the latest research on electronic devices used
in the healthcare sector, from materials, to applications, including biosensors,
rehabilitation devices, drug delivery devices, and devices based on wireless
technology. This information is presented from the unique interdisciplinary
perspective of the editors and contributors, all with materials science, biomedical
engineering, physics, and chemistry backgrounds. Each applicable chapter
includes a discussion of these devices, from materials and fabrication, to reliability
and technology applications. Case studies, future research directions and
recommendations for additional readings are also included. The book addresses
hot topics, such as the latest, state-of the-art biosensing devices that have the
ability for early detection of life-threatening diseases, such as tuberculosis, HIV and
cancer. It covers rehabilitation devices and advancements, such as the devices
that could be utilized by advanced-stage ALS patients to improve their interactions
with the environment. In addition, electronic controlled delivery systems are
reviewed, including those that are based on artificial intelligences. Presents the
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latest topics, including MEMS-based fabrication of biomedical sensors, Internet of
Things, certification of medical and drug delivery devices, and electrical safety
considerations Presents the interdisciplinary perspective of materials scientists,
biomedical engineers, physicists and chemists on biomedical electronic devices
Features systematic coverage in each chapter, including recent advancements in
the field, case studies, future research directions, and recommendations for
additional readings

Heart Mafia
Network Analysis
A guide to the design and application of op-amp and other linear integrated circuits
(ICs). Emphasizing fundamental design concepts, it covers the widely used op-amp
IC 741 and other linear ICs such as 555 (timer), 565 (phase locked loop), regulated
power supply IC chips, switched mode power supply, active filters, D/A and A/D
converters. Also discusses IC fabrication technology. Each chapter contains
examples and end-of-chapter laboratory experiments demonstrate the use and
operation of the ICs described, IC number, pin configuration, and more. Data
sheets for important ICs are also included.

Microservices in Big Data Analytics
The book is a collection of high quality peer reviewed research papers presented in
Seventh International Conference on Bio-Inspired Computing (BIC-TA 2012) held at
ABV-IIITM Gwalior, India. These research papers provide the latest developments in
the broad area of "Computational Intelligence". The book discusses wide variety of
industrial, engineering and scientific applications of nature/bio-inspired computing
and presents invited papers from the inventors/originators of novel computational
techniques.

Camera Networks
The Handbook of Service Innovation
This book gathers selected research papers presented at the International
Conference on Communication and Intelligent Systems (ICCIS 2019), organised by
Swami Keshvanand Institute of Technology, Management & Gramothan (SKIT),
Jaipur, India and Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India on 9–10 November
2019. This book presents a collection of state-of-the-art research work involving
cutting-edge technologies for communication and intelligent systems. Over the
past few years, advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning have
sparked new research efforts around the globe, which explore novel ways of
developing intelligent systems and smart communication technologies. The book
presents single- and multi-disciplinary research on these themes in order to make
the latest results available in a single, readily accessible source.
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First International Conference on Sustainable Technologies for
Computational Intelligence
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning
include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector calculus,
optimization, probability and statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in
disparate courses, making it hard for data science or computer science students,
or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook
bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing
the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these
concepts to derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression,
principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector
machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these
derivations provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For those learning
the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition and practical
experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes worked
examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered
on the book's web site.

C4.5
We are excited to present the third edition of Linear Integrated Circuits by
renowned authors. The revised edition continues with its essence of dealing with
ICs in detail including theoretical, analytical and application aspects. The learning
outcomes-based style of content delivery provides the undergraduate engineering
students a thorough understanding of the concepts and induces further exploration
into the topics. The book will be a useful reference to GATE, UPSC and other
competitive examinations aspirants.

Mathematics for Machine Learning
As networks of video cameras are installed in many applications like security and
surveillance, environmental monitoring, disaster response, and assisted living
facilities, among others, image understanding in camera networks is becoming an
important area of research and technology development. There are many
challenges that need to be addressed in the process. Some of them are listed
below: - Traditional computer vision challenges in tracking and recognition,
robustness to pose, illumination, occlusion, clutter, recognition of objects, and
activities; - Aggregating local information for wide area scene understanding, like
obtaining stable, long-term tracks of objects; - Positioning of the cameras and
dynamic control of pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras for optimal sensing; - Distributed
processing and scene analysis algorithms; - Resource constraints imposed by
different applications like security and surveillance, environmental monitoring,
disaster response, assisted living facilities, etc. In this book, we focus on the basic
research problems in camera networks, review the current state-of-the-art and
present a detailed description of some of the recently developed methodologies.
The major underlying theme in all the work presented is to take a network-centric
view whereby the overall decisions are made at the network level. This is
sometimes achieved by accumulating all the data at a central server, while at
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other times by exchanging decisions made by individual cameras based on their
locally sensed data. Chapter One starts with an overview of the problems in
camera networks and the major research directions. Some of the currently
available experimental testbeds are also discussed here. One of the fundamental
tasks in the analysis of dynamic scenes is to track objects. Since camera networks
cover a large area, the systems need to be able to track over such wide areas
where there could be both overlapping and non-overlapping fields of view of the
cameras, as addressed in Chapter Two: Distributed processing is another challenge
in camera networks and recent methods have shown how to do tracking, pose
estimation and calibration in a distributed environment. Consensus algorithms that
enable these tasks are described in Chapter Three. Chapter Four summarizes a few
approaches on object and activity recognition in both distributed and centralized
camera network environments. All these methods have focused primarily on the
analysis side given that images are being obtained by the cameras. Efficient
utilization of such networks often calls for active sensing, whereby the acquisition
and analysis phases are closely linked. We discuss this issue in detail in Chapter
Five and show how collaborative and opportunistic sensing in a camera network
can be achieved. Finally, Chapter Six concludes the book by highlighting the major
directions for future research. Table of Contents: An Introduction to Camera
Networks / Wide-Area Tracking / Distributed Processing in Camera Networks /
Object and Activity Recognition / Active Sensing / Future Research Directions

Scientific Engineering of Distributed Java Applications.
The book presents papers delivered by researchers, industrial experts and
academicians at the Conference on Emerging Trends in Computing and
Communication (ETCC 2014). As such, the book is a collection of recent and
innovative works in the field Network Security and Cryptography, Cloud Computing
and Big Data Analytics, Data Mining and Data Warehouse, Communication and
Nanotechnology and VLSI and Image Processing.

Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
Cancer-Leading Proteases: Structures, Functions, and Inhibition presents a detailed
discussion on the role of proteases as drug targets and how they have been
utilized to develop anticancer drugs. Proteases possess outstanding diversity in
their functions. Because of their unique properties, proteases are a major focus of
attention for the pharmaceutical industry as potential drug targets or as diagnostic
and prognostic biomarkers. This book covers the structure and functions of
proteases and the chemical and biological rationale of drug design relating to how
these proteases can be exploited to find useful chemotherapeutics to fight cancers.
In addition, the book encompasses the experimental and theoretical aspects of
anticancer drug design based on proteases. It is a useful resource for
pharmaceutical scientists, medicinal chemists, biochemists, microbiologists, and
cancer researchers working on proteases. Explains the role of proteases in the
biology of cancer Discusses how proteases can be used as potential drug targets or
as diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers Covers a wide range of cancers and
provides detailed discussions on protease examples
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Network Analysis
Design of High-Performance Microprocessor Circuits
The Text Is Based On The Ccir 625-B Monochrome (Black & White) And Pal-B And G
Colour Television Standards As Adopted By India And Many Other Countries. The
American And French Tv Systems Have Also Been Given Due Coverage While
Presenting Various Aspects Of The Subject Starting From Television Camera To The
Receiver Picture Tube.Keeping In View The Fact That Colour And Monochrome
Telecasts Will Co-Exist In India For At Least A Decade, The Author Has Included
Relevant Details And Modern Techniques Of Both The Systems.Conceptually The
Book May Be Considered To Have Four Sections. The Initial Chapters (1 To 10) Are
Devoted To The Essentials Of Transmission, Reception And Applications Of
Television Without Involving Detailed Circuitry. The Next 14 Chapters (11 To 24)
Explain Basic Design Considerations And Modern Circuitry Of Various Sections Of
The Receiver. Topics Like Tv Games, Cable Television, Cctv, Remote Control,
Automatic Frequency Tuning, Automatic Brightness Control, Electronic Touch
Tuning Etc. Are Also Discussed.The Third Section (Chapters 25 And 26) Is
Exclusively Devoted To The Colour Television Transmission And Reception. All The
Three Colour Television Systems Have Been Described. Chapters 27 To 30 Are
Devoted To Complete Receiver Circuits-Both Monochrome And Colour, Electronic
Instruments Necessary For Receiver Manufacture And Servicing, Alignment
Procedure, Fault Finding And Servicing Of Black & White And Colour Receivers.The
Complete Text Is Presented In A Way That Students Having Basic Knowledge Of
Electronics Will Find No Difficulty In Grasping The Complexities Of Television
Transmission And Reception.

Civil Services Success Planner
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International
Conference on Futuristic Trends in Network and Communication Technologies,
FTNCT 2018, held in Solan, India, in February 2018. The 37 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 239 submissions. The prime
aim of the conference is to invite researchers from different domains of network
and communication technologies to a single platform to showcase their research
ideas. The selected papers are organized in topical sections on communication
technologies, Internet of Things (IoT), network technologies, and wireless networks.

Proceedings of International Conference on Communication
and Computational Technologies
Serves As A Text For The Treatment Of Topics In The Field Of Electric Networks
Which Are Considered As Foundation In Electrical Engineering For Undergraduate
Students. Includes Detailed Coverage Of Network Theorems, Topology, Analogous
Systems And Fourier Transforms. Employs Laplace Transform Solution Of
Differential Equations. Contains Material On Two-Port Networks, Classical Filters,
Passive Synthesis. Includes State Variable Formulation Of Network Problems. Wide
Coverage On Convolution Integral, Transient Response And Frequency Domain
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Analysis. Given Digital Computer Program For Varieties Of Problems Pertaining To
Networks And Systems. Each Topic Is Covered In Depth From Basic Concepts.
Given Large Number Of Solved Problems For Better Understanding The Theory. A
Large Number Of Objective Type Questions And Solutions To Selected Problems
Given In Appendix.

NETWORK THEORY
Diabetes free world - The Game of Life & Death
The two volumes of this book collect high-quality peer-reviewed research papers
presented in the International Conference on ICT for Sustainable Development
(ICT4SD 2015) held at Ahmedabad, India during 3 – 4 July 2015. The book
discusses all areas of Information and Communication Technologies and its
applications in field for engineering and management. The main focus of the
volumes are on applications of ICT for Infrastructure, e-Governance, and
contemporary technologies advancements on Data Mining, Security, Computer
Graphics, etc. The objective of this International Conference is to provide an
opportunity for the researchers, academicians, industry persons and students to
interact and exchange ideas, experience and expertise in the current trend and
strategies for Information and Communication Technologies.

Proceedings of International Conference on ICT for Sustainable
Development
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 2nd International Conference
on Computing, Communications and Data Engineering, held at Sri Padmavati
Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati, India from 1 to 2 Feb 2019. Chiefly discussing
major issues and challenges in data engineering systems and computer
communications, the topics covered include wireless systems and IoT, machine
learning, optimization, control, statistics, and social computing.

Smart Systems and IoT: Innovations in Computing
This book is a complete guide to the C4.5 system as implemented in C for the UNIX
environment. It contains a comprehensive guide to the system's use, the source
code (about 8,800 lines), and implementation notes.

Network Analysis & Synth
This book offers a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers
presented at the Second International Conference on Communication and
Computational Technologies (ICCCT 2019), held at Rajasthan Institute of
Engineering and Technology, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, on 30–31 August 2019. In
contributions prepared by researchers from academia and industry alike, the book
discusses a wide variety of industrial, engineering and scientific applications of
emerging techniques.
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Bioelectronics and Medical Devices
-

Proceedings of Seventh International Conference on BioInspired Computing: Theories and Applications (BIC-TA 2012)
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and techniques in
processing gathered data or information, which will be used in various applications.
Specifically, it explains data mining and the tools used in discovering knowledge
from the collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge discovery from
data (KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability
of techniques of large data sets. After describing data mining, this edition explains
the methods of knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It then
presents information about data warehouses, online analytical processing (OLAP),
and data cube technology. Then, the methods involved in mining frequent
patterns, associations, and correlations for large data sets are described. The book
details the methods for data classification and introduces the concepts and
methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection
and the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data mining. This book is
intended for Computer Science students, application developers, business
professionals, and researchers who seek information on data mining. Presents
dozens of algorithms and implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and
suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining projects Addresses advanced
topics such as mining object-relational databases, spatial databases, multimedia
databases, time-series databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and
applications in several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical look at the
concepts and techniques you need to get the most out of your data

Practical Python AI Projects
Test Prep for Circuit and Network Theory—GATE, PSUS AND ES Examination

Monochrome and Colour Television
These proceedings gather cutting-edge papers exploring the principles,
techniques, and applications of Microservices in Big Data Analytics. The
ICETCE-2019 is the latest installment in a successful series of annual conferences
that began in 2011. Every year since, it has significantly contributed to the
research community in the form of numerous high-quality research papers. This
year, the conference’s focus was on the highly relevant area of Microservices in Big
Data Analytics.

Circuit and Network Theory—GATE, PSUS AND ES Examination
This book offers an excellent and practically oriented introduction to the basic
concepts of modern circuit theory. It builds a thorough and rigorous understanding
of the analysis techniques of electric networks, and also explains the essential
procedures involved in the synthesis of passive networks. Written specifically to
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meet the needs of undergraduate students of electrical and electronics
engineering, electronics and communication engineering, instru-mentation and
control engineering, and computer science and engineering, the book provides
modularized coverage of the full spectrum of network theory suitable for a onesemester course. A balanced emphasis on conceptual understanding and problemsolving helps students master the basic principles and properties that govern
circuit behaviour. A large number of solved examples show students the step-bystep processes for applying the techniques presented in the text. A variety of
exercises with answers at the chapter ends allow students to practice the solution
methods. Besides students pursuing courses in engineering, the book is also
suitable for self-study by those preparing for AMIE and competitive examinations.
An objective-type question bank at the end of book is designed to see how well the
students have mastered the material presented in the text.

HIV-AIDS
Bringing together some of the world’s leading thinkers, academics and
professionals to provide practitioners, students and academicians with
comprehensive insights into implementing effective service innovation. This book
presents service innovation holistically and systemically across various service
areas, including health, education, tourism, hospitality, telecommunications, and
retail. It addresses contemporary issues through conceptual and applied
contributions across industry, academia, and government, providing insights for
improved practice and policy making. Featuring cutting-edge research
contributions, practical examples, implementations and a select number of case
studies across several growth service industries, this book also includes examples
of failed service innovation attempts in order to demonstrate a balanced view of
the topic and to make clear the pitfalls to be avoided. Culminating in a suggested
step-by-step guide to enable service organization’s managers to understand and
implement the concepts of service innovation and manage its evolutionary
processes effectively, this book will prove a valuable resource to a wide reaching
audience including researchers, practitioners, managers, and students who aspire
to create a deeper scientific foundation for service design and engineering, service
experience and marketing, and service management and innovation. Includes
endorsements from professionals in the field of service innovation.

Emerging Research in Data Engineering Systems and Computer
Communications
Basic ConceptsPractical sources, Source transformations, Network reduction using
star-delta transformation, Loop and node analysis with linearly dependent and
independent sources for D.C. and A.C. networks, Concepts of super node and super
mesh.Network TopologyGraph of a network concept of tree and co-tree, Incidence
matrix, Tie-set, Tie-set and cut-set schedules, Formulation of equilibrium equations
in matrix form, Solution of resistive networks, Principle of duality.Network
Theorems - ISuperposition, Reciprocity and Millman's theoremsNetwork Theorems IIThevenin's and Norton's theorems, Maximum power transfer theorem.Resonant
CircuitsSeries and parallel resonance, Frequency-response of series and parallel
circuits, Q-factor, Bandwidth.Transient Behaviour and Initial ConditionsBehavior of
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circuit elements under switching condition and their representation, Evaluation of
initial and final conditions in RL, RC and RLC circuits for A.C. and D.C.
excitations.Laplace Transformations and ApplicationsSolution of networks, Step,
Ramp and impulse responses, waveform synthesis.Two Port Network
ParametersDefinition of z, y, h and transmission parameters, Modeling with these
parameters, Relationship between parameters sets.

International Books in Print
This book touches the most sensitive subject of the modern world. The truth given
in the book is going to shake the faith of humanity on modern medicine forever. To
avoid the confusion and misunderstanding about the reality of HIV/AIDS hypothesis
and keeping in mind that the subject is already too complicated with lot of stigma
and taboo attached around it, the book is divided into two sections. Section Ist
attempts to explain the whole story in a plain language, while the section Ilnd is in
a format more acceptable to the scientific community. However, the examples in
both the sections are mutually exclusive. With this, I hope the book will be able to
relieve the mankind of the economic, social and psychological burden of HIV/
AIDSforever.

MODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING
Discover the art and science of solving artificial intelligence problems with Python
using optimization modeling. This book covers the practical creation and analysis
of mathematical algebraic models such as linear continuous models, non-obviously
linear continuous models,and pure linear integer models. Rather than focus on
theory, Practical Python AI Projects, the product of the author's decades of industry
teaching and consulting, stresses the model creation aspect; contrasting alternate
approaches and practical variations. Each model is explained thoroughly and
written to be executed. The source code from all examples in the book is available,
written in Python using Google OR-Tools. It also includes a random problem
generator, useful for industry application or study. What You Will Learn Build basic
Python-based artificial intelligence (AI) applications Work with mathematical
optimization methods and the Google OR-Tools (Optimization Tools) suite Create
several types of projects using Python and Google OR-Tools Who This Book Is For
Developers and students who already have prior experience in Python coding.
Some prior mathematical experience or comfort level may be helpful as well.

Communication and Intelligent Systems
Published in late 1866, 'Kapalakundala' is a love-story in the background of horrific
tantric practices which had been dogging Bengal societies during the medieval
period. The rites had continued for over three centuries until declared illegal and
stopped by the British rule. Bankim Chandra raised his voice against such societal
evil-practices through the saga of the tantric's catch Nabakumar's rescue and
eventual falling in love with Kapalakundala, daughter of the tantric by rites. The
plot was woven in the backdrop of the Bay of Bengal waters near Kanthi region of
United Bengal. At that time, according to Bengal's geological history, the seas had
closed in towards that region to accommodate the confluence of rivers.
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'Kapalakundala' is a romantic novel, with terrible events and sub-plots. The plots
move very fast, reaching natural consequences, though supernatural situations
drop in to add charm to the episodes. The novel has highly poetic grace, tinged
with pithy irony in a bland prosaic structure.

Diabetes Educators‘ Success Stories
f you or any of your family member is suffering from Diabetes, High B.P., High
Cholesterol, Obesity or a Heart disease just imagine one morning you wake up to
know that you are no more on those drugs and are just as healthy as you were few
years back. To know this read 'Heart Mafia' A glimpse of the eye opening facts in
'Heart Mafia':- - You may not die of the disease but of the treatment. - Bypass
surgery & Angioplasty is not for patients but for profit. - Nobel Prize Winning
Science to reverse a Life Style Disease - Is your cardiologist suffering from
"Occulostenotic Reflex Syndrome" ? - Obesity - An illness of mind.

Linear Integrated Circuits
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